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pioneer introduced a plugin that they have developed themselves. users of their products already recognize the quality of their
plugins, so it was with great excitement that we once again tested the ultimate ears ue900 earphones. and the result is an impressive
and fun bass extension tool that makes your bass livelier. avid technology makes a lot of bass plugins for all types of mics and a few
drum plug-ins. their plug-ins are highly customizable and a good choice for those who prefer a more careful, professional treatment of
their bass sound. the indonesian company kuassa has tried many compression pedals to create an easy-to-use yet effective plugin.
the result was a software that combined three types of legendary compressors that can be applied to guitars and basses. but despite
this, you can easily use it for drums, vocals, and other instruments. often when choosing a digital cable, youve ended up with one that
has low frequencies leaking through and making your system sound muddy and dull. on a side note, if you have an amp with a light
coloration in the bass region, you might want to use a bass amp eq. for some reason, a lot of bass amps tend to be a little darker than
other amp types. its okay to have a little vocal track in a song, but having it bleed over all your instruments is totally out of control. i
love the fact that the eq is switchable. i use the low and high filters for each channel. i like using srs audio essentials in my mix mainly
because the sounds sounds so much more natural than using realtek high definition audio. however, there are no eq parameters for
any of the 3 bands, which is a major draw back. i think that kontakt makes it even worse by having an eq on the audio oscillator for
each band by default. with a band eq you can't just move it around a bit, and if you do, you need to double check the settings.
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elysia's unipods are the perfect solution for use with any stereo audio interface. all pods have been engineered with a compact,
lightweight size, and features a very clear, neutral and natural-sounding sound. unipods are self-powered by a 9v alkaline battery and
offer a compact and elegant design, making them ideal for use in any live application such as vocal takes. the unipods include ultra
high-grade input and output cables, and even provide a convenient carry case. do you need a great sounding guitar amp pedal, that
will fit in your pedalboard and sound great, for all of your guitar needs? do you want a pedal that will give you an exceptional gain

stage and a lot of control? the line 6 mv-1 preamp-gain does it all. black box guitar 1a2 gives you the same great benefits you would
expect to get with the black box guitar 2a1, with the added benefit of being a much smaller package. the black box guitar 1a2 has the
same high quality pickups as the 2a1, so you know you are getting quality guitar amp sound. the black box guitar 1a2 also has tube-
powered humbucking pickups. this is a standard feature on all of the black box guitar pedals. the black box guitar 1a2 even has a lo-z

switch, so you can plug a lo-z cable into the guitar side, for low output, or into the amp side, for feedback-free guitar amp sounds.
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